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The 1-exp Function as an Alternative Model
of Non-Linear Saturable Kinetics

Frieder Keller and Dietmar Zellner

Division of Nephrology, Medical Department, University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany

Summary: Non-linear saturation kinetics can be described through a potency function, a trigonometric function, a
logarithmic function, a hyperbolic function, or an exponential function. Saturable enzyme reaction kinetics can be
alternatively formulated as a 1-exp function without the limitations of a steady-state assumption (d[C]/dt = 0, where
C is the enzyme-substrate complex). The time-dependent substrate conversion (—d[S]/df = Kmax
{1 — exp(—ATa [S])}) depends on the maximum velocity (Fmax), the association constant (Ka) and substrate concen-
tration [S]. In contrast to the classical Michaelis-Menten equation, the 1-exp function has an explicit solution for
the substrate concentration [S] in an integrated form.

[S] = (l/ATa) ln[l - (1 - expC/ς [S]0)) exp(- K* Fmax t)]
A deceleration term must be introduced to describe enzyme reaction kinetics realistically. The 1-exp function with
deceleration term can also be expanded to describe the three inhibition types of enzyme reaction kinetics.

Background
There is no simple theory of non-linear saturation kinet-
ics. All the available models are either purely empirical,
or they rely on assumptions and conditions in whose
absence any given approach becomes very complicated.
The following is an attempt to demonstrate that the 1-
exp function exhibits several advantages in describing
saturation kinetics.
Non-linearity is a complex process whose dependence
on time or any other independent and steady (not
discrete) parameter is neither proportional nor linear.
Different theoretical approaches can be used to describe
non-linear saturation functions (Freundlich isotherm,
Langmuir isotherm, Monot model, Larsen equation, Mi-
chaelis-Menten kinetics, 1-exp function). These satura-
tion models are based on one of five different mathemat-
ical functions (potency function, trigonometric function,
logarithmic function, hyperbolic function, exponential
function).

Isotherms
The Freundlich isotherm was introduced to describe ad-
sorption mathematically (1). It models bound concentra-
tion [B] as a potency function of unbound free concen-
tration [F] with constants (a) and (b).

[B] = a [F]b

But there is no theoretical model from which the
Freundlich isotherm could be derived. It is purely em-
pirical. What is missing is a saturation maximum and a
zero origin {for [F] > 0) and (a Φ 0).

The Langmuir isotherm was likewise developed to de-
scribe adsorption characteristics (2). In accordance with
a hyperbolic function, free concentration [F] is bound
by absorber [A], whereby ([A] + [B] = [B]max).

[B]

[D]= [B]max[F]

(k-i/ki) + [F]
The Scatchard model of ligand binding is an extension
of the Langmuir isotherm (3). It comes about by adding
several terms together. Accordingly, bound concentra-
tion [B] is the sum of a number of hyperbolic functions,
as a function of binding capacity [P], the number of
binding classes (m), the number of bonds (n), affinity
constant (K), and free ligand [F].

[B]= Σ
i = 1

As a reciprocal representation (1/[B] to [F]), the Scatch-
ard graph serves above all to identify the number (n)
of bonds.
As an alternative to Scatchard's hyperbolic model, Mo-
not proposed a trigonometric function (4), in which
bound ligand [B] is a function of currently unbound lig-
land [F] and two constants (aO and (a2).

[B] = a! arctan(a2 [F])
This involves defining the zero origin for ([F] = 0) and
the saturation maximum ([B]max = ai π/2 = QI · 1.5708)
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for ([F] = oo). The trigonometric model is, however, pur-
ely empirical. It cannot be derived theoretically.

Larsen proposed a logarithmic function to describe
binding isotherms (5), where (b2 [F] + 1 > 0) and
(b, Φ 0).

[Β] = b, In(b2 [F] + 1)

This relation is likewise purely empirical and has no
saturation maximum.

Reaction kinetics

Reaction kinetics are based on differential equations
which, when solved, lead to functions of the saturation
type. Solutions of reaction kinetics result — as do iso-
therms — in special models of non-linear saturation ki-
netics. The non-linear models of enzyme kinetics are
more universal, although their differential equations are
still non-linear in form. Reaction kinetics are, however,
also helpful in understanding the aporias of the Michae-
lis-Menten equation.

The order of the reaction is given by the sum of the
exponents of the reactands in a velocity equation.

The following holds for zero-order kinetics (6): the
change in the substrate concentration remains constant
over time (-d[S]/dt = const.), where by definition
([S]° = 1). The transformation to product [P] depends
on the maximum velocity (Vmax = const.), and
(v = d[P]/d/ = - d[S]/dr).

[S] - [P]
d[S]/dr = - Fmax

[S] = [S]0 - Fmax t
Zero-order kinetics is the special case of saturated en-
zyme reaction kinetics with a surplus of substrate.

The following holds for first-order kinetics: the dif-
ferential quotient (-d[S]/dO is proportional to the sub-
strate concentration [S]. The result is a linear first-order
differential equation, where ([S]1 = [S]).

d[S]/d/ = - k [S]

[S] = [S]0 exp(- ki)

First-order kinetics is the special case of log-linear en-
zyme kinetics for especially small substrate concentra-
tions.

For second-order kinetics, the differential quotient is a
function of two changing variables, [S]1 and [E]1,
whereby ([S] = [S]0) for (/= 0) and ([E]0 - [E]
= [S]0 - [S]).

d[S]/df = - k [S] [E]

This results in a Bernoulli differential equation.

The solution, a so-called logistic function, is similar to
those generally obtained as an accumulation factor in a
1-exp function.

[S]o([S]o~[E]0)

[S]o-[E]0exP(-([S]0-[E]0HO

[E]0In
*([S]o-[E]0) \[S]0 - [S]0([S]0 - [E

Second-order kinetics can be simplified for the condi-
tion ([S] = [E]) and by using de ΓΗορύαΓζ theorem (6).

[S] + [S] -> [P]

d[S]/df = - k [S]2

k / = 1/[S] - 1/[S]0

1
1/[S]0+ kt

The relation of reactand [S] to time (f) is hyperbolic.

Enzyme reaction kinetics

Enzyme reaction kinetics is a rule not treated as a spe-
cial case of reaction kinetics, but is usually seen as its
pendant, since in enzyme reaction kinetics the enzyme,
as a partner in the reaction, is not consumed. Also, the
bound and unbound enzyme concentrations, as in the
case of isotherms, are not independent variables.

Enzyme reaction kinetics take on the character of a uni-
versal model of non-linear saturation kinetics when they
are analysed in the form of differential equations. This is
usually accomplished by describing the time-dependent
change (dx/df). But saturation kinetics are also possible
as a function of any other steady variable (dx/dy).

The Michaelis-Menten equation was derived in 1913 as
just such a differential equation for time-dependent en-
zyme reaction kinetics (7). Substrate [S] and enzyme [E]
form a complex [C] that is transformed into product [P].

[S] + [E] [C] [P] + [E]

It could be taken as a basis for micro-kinetics that ([S]
+ [C] +[P] =[S]0) with (d[S]/dr +d[C]/di
+ d[P]/d? = 0). For the analysis of subsequent deriva-
tions, however, the condition (d[C]/df = 0) must be as-
sumed, and this cannot be valid according to the true
enzyme reaction kinetics (fig. 1). Therefore, since the
complex is only hypothetical, the macro-kinetics ap-
proach assumes from the outset that (d[S]/di + d[P]/df
= 0) with the net result of the process ([S] 4- [P] = [S]0

= const.). Thus, the differential equation of the velocity
is (v = -d[S]/df = d[P]dO-

It can be stated that (|[E]max| = |[C3max|) since the com-
plex is at maximum when the free enzyme is zero, and
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the free enzyme is at maximum where the complex is
zero (fig. 1). This follows from the law of mass conser-
vation ([E] 4- [C] = [E]max). But any theoretical deriva-
tion of the Michaelis-Menten equation requires one of
three possible assumptions restricting its validity to
these three special cases.

1) Michaelis & Menten assumed that, as compared with
the formation of the enzyme substrate complex [C], the
time-dependent transformation into product [P] is so
slow as to be negligible (k2 <£ £-1), whereby (Vmax =
*2 [C]raax) with the boundary conditions ([S] = [S]0) for
(t = 0). As a special case, the Michaelis-Menten ap-
proach contains the Langmuir isotherm (k2 = 0).

-d[S]/dr = k2 [C]

[C] = (*,/*-i) [CUX [S] / (1 + [S] *,/*_!)
-d[S]/df = *2 [C]max [S] / (*_,/*, + [S])

This is a differential equation with separate variables.
For the above conditions, the Michaelis constant is an
equilibrium constant (Km = k-ilk\).

-d[S]/df = [S]
[S]

To integrate this hyperbolic function, the condition must
be stated ([S] + [P] = const.), yielding (v = -d[S]/df
= d[P]/df). There is, however, an explicit integrated so-
lution to the Michaelis-Menten equation only for time,
not for the substrate concentration (7); here ([S] = [S]0)
for (f = 0).

, =l
[S]q ~

ι iMt)^max \ L^J /

A clear-cut, constant function for the substrate [S] is
only implicit.

[C]-[G]max

24 36 48 60 72 64 66 106 120

Fig. 1 Continuous enzyme kinetics. Substrate [S] and free en-
zyme [E] form a substrate-enzyme complex [C], where ([C] + [E]
= const.) and the maximum amounts are equal (|[C]max| = |[E]max|).
The boundary conditions are ([S] = [S]0) for (/ = 0), and ([C]
= [Ckax) for ([S]0 » ATm). The complex is ([C] < [C]max) for
([S];->0), where ([S]—>0) for (f-»<»). The complex decreases
with time, becoming less than zero (d[C]/dr < 0). For the non-
linear part of enzyme kinetics, therefore, the steady-state assump-
tion (d[C]/df « 0) cannot be valid.

2) Independently of Michaelis & Menten, Van Slyke &
Cullen one year later derived the same equation'(S). The
formation of the enzyme-substrate complex can be
understood as a second-order reaction (k-\ = 0) fol-
lowed by a first-order reaction (the transformation into
the product) whereby (Kmax = k2 [C]max) and ([E]

- [C]).
-d[S]/df = kt [S] [E]

The net result of the macro-kinetics is (—d[S]/dr
= k-i [C]), while the micro-kinetics demand that
(d[C]/df = 0).

-d[S]/dr = *, [S] [C]max - k, [S] (-d[S]/d/y*2
«[S]-d[S]/di =

[S]

In contrast to the Michaelis constant (Km = k-\lk\\ Van
Slyke & Cullen define the constant (Km = k2/k}).
3) Briggs & Haldane attempted to describe enzyme re-
action kinetics in even more general terms (9). They
started out with the differential equation for the complex
[C], for which ([E] = [C]max - [C]) also applies.

dfCJ/dt = An [S] [E] - k-t [C] - *2 [C]
[C] = (*, [C]max [S] - d[C]/dt) I

(AT-, + fe + *

According to Wong, this results in the exact differential
equation of enzyme kinetics, although there is no ex-
plicit solution for it (10). According to the law of mass
conservation, the macro-kinetics must be ([S] + [P]
= const.), and it follows for the rate processes:

-dfSJ/dt = ki [S] [E] - k-} [C]
= d[P]/dt = Ar2 [C]

This results in the steady state condition ([S][E]/[C]
= (k-i 4- k2)/ki) in contrast to the equilibrium condition
([S][E]/[C] =*_!/*!). The definitions (Kmax = k2
[C]max) arid (Km = (k-} + k2)/kl) apply; and for the net
result of the process, the velocity is (v = —d[S]/df).

-dfSJ/dt = k2 [C]

-dfSJ/dt = [S]
Briggs & Haldane define the constant (Km = (k-{
+ k2)/k\) more comprehensively than do Michaelis &
Menten (Km = k^lk^) or Van Slyke (Km = k2lk{). Only
when the change in concentration of the complex is very
slight (d[C]/dt« 0), or a steady-state has occurred,
(dfCJ/di = 0), can enzyme reaction kinetics be derived
according to Briggs & Haldane, where the steady state
assumption leads to the simplification (—dfSJ/dt —>
- d[S]/dr).

-d[S]/df = Knax [S]

Km + [S]
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The problems involved in the steady-state condition
(d[C]/dt = 0) become clear when the analysis is not re-
stricted to the initial kinetics with different ratios of sub-
strate concentrations to enzyme concentrations, but in-
cludes the continuous course of enzyme reaction kinetics
over time in the form of a progression curve (11, 12).

The steady-state condition (dfCJ/dt = 0) applies above
all for high substrate concentrations, when there is a sur-
plus of substrate ([S] » Km). A range of enzyme satura-
tion ([C] = [C]max) of this kind, however, conforms to
zero-order linear kinetics, and thus no function of a satu-
ration type is required.

-d[S]/df = Kmax

[S] = [S]0 - Fmax t

For the range of very small substrate concentrations
([S] «: Km), on the other hand, first-order log-linear ki-
netics applies, and the assumption of a steady-state con-
dition (d[C]/df = 0) is unnecessary, since the relative
change of the complex is negligible ([C] «C [C]max).

-d[S]/d/ = [S]

ΓΟΊ ron I max[S] = [S]0 exp ( - — — t

But there is no enzyme saturation for the range of non-
linear enzyme kinetics. Consequently, the complex must
decrease for decreasing substrate concentrations ([C]
< [C]max). It is for this reason that the steady-state con-
dition (d[C]/dt = 0) cannot hold true for non-linear en-
zyme reaction kinetics (S < Km). As substrate concen-
trations decrease, the time-dependent change of the
complex (d[C]/dt) reaches values that are less than
zero (fig. 1).

d[C]/dt < 0

The amounts involved show that the actual conversion
velocity (v = \-d[S]/dt\) as determined by Wong is
greater than it would be under the steady-state assump-
tion of Briggs & Haldane.

-d[C]/dt > 0

\-d[SJ/dt\ > |-

rmax [S]

The l-exp function

A l-exp function is — under the same assumptions and
for the same parameters — more inflected than the hy-
perbolic Michaelis-Menten equation. With the Michae-
lis-Menten equation, conversion velocity is (v = 0.5
^max) for the condition ([S] = ATm);iwith a l-exp func-
tion, the velocity is greater and (v = 0.63 Fmax) applies
under the same condition. This suggests that the more
inflected l-exp function should be -used for true enzyme
reaction kinetics (11, 12).

Enzyme reaction kinetics can be broken down into two
steps for this purpose: first, the association of the sub-
strate [S] with the enzyme [E] to form the substrate-
enzyme complex [C], and second, the transformation of
the complex [C] into the product [P]. The association to
form a complex is concentration-dependent and is con-
trolled by the constant (K^ while the transformation
into a product, which is time-dependent, is regulated by
the constant

[S]

[E]
1

[C]

This rectangular scheme indicates that enzyme reaction
kinetics can be considered as a two-dimensional process,
in which time and concentration are primarily indepen-
dent parameters. The process can be described by a par-
tial differential equation in matrix notation and analysed
in two steps (13).

(GradrClT- Γ(Grad[C] - 1 _ Ua [Ε]
-

-d[C]/df)

+ Km + [S]

Here, (dfCj/dt < 0) and (-d[C]/dt > 0) hold for ([C]
< [C]max); and thus the true velocity is greater than that
described by the Michaelis-Menten equation. Actual en-
zyme kinetics (v = \~d[SJ/dt\) therefore display a curve
more inflected and curvelinear than the shape normally
described by the hyperbolic Michaelis-Menten equation
(v = |-d[S]/dr|).

Such a partial differential equation must be solved by
applying the chain rule. At first and for simplicity, a
linear independency might be assumed between the as-
sociation and the transformation processes. A special so-
lution to the case where this assumption does not hold
will later be considered by introducing the deceleration
term.

1) For simplicity, the association is assumed as constant
in the partial differential equation (3[C]/d[S] = const.),
and the transformation of the complex is independent of
substrate concentration. Thus, the differential equation
for the time-dependent conversion (d[P]/df = -d[C]/dt)
into a product [P] is given, whereby the following condi-
tions apply ([C] = [C]max - [E]) and ([S]? + [P] = [S]0
= const.).

d[C]/dt = -kt [C]

° -d[S]/d/ = d[P]/dr
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2) Conversely, if in the partial differential equation the
transformation into the product is assumed as constant
(d[C]/dt = const.), the substrate-enzyme association is
independent of time. Thus, the differential equation for
the substrate-dependent association (d[CJ/9[SJ) to form
the complex [C] is given, where the law of mass action
holds ([S] [E] = JK* [C]). The more substrate is present,
the greater is the enzyme-substrate complex concentra-
tion [C], although a maximum value cannot be exceeded
([E] + [CJ = [C]raax = const.). The increase of the com-
plex is associated with a decrease of the unbound en-
zyme.

a[C]/9[S] = Ka [E]

3[C]/3[S] = -d[EJ/d[S]

-d[E]/d[S] = Ka [E]

Since free enzyme increases as the complex concentra-
tion decreases, the retrograde analysis reveals that the
complex has been at a maximum ([C] = [C]max) and the
free enzyme concentration has been at minimum ([E]
^ [E]max) for high substrate concentrations
(^a [S] »1). For the retrograde aspect of the associa-
tion process, an exponential function is obtained through
integration with the boundary condition ([E] = [EJmax)
for ([S] = 0).

[EJ = [E]max exp(-*a [S])

It holds for the net amounts that (lE^ = |Cmax|). The
exponential function for the association process ([EJ
= [EJmax exp(—KZ [S])) can thus be inserted into the
differential equation for the transformation reaction
(-d[S]/df = fc/([C]max - [EJ)). A simple differential
equation of non-linear saturation kinetics in the form of
a 1-exp function then results from the partial differential
equation as applied to enzyme reaction kinetics.

-d[S]/df = Fmax (1 - expt-*, [S]))

This is a differential equation with separate variables,
for which (Fmax = ^ [EJmax). Like the Michaelis-Menten
equation, this differential equation has a solution for
time (r) in an integrated form (13). In this case ([SJ
= [S]0) for (t = 0).

C-Ka[SJo)\[S]0 - [S]
max rmax

It holds that (a = In exp(a)). In contrast to the classical
Michaelis-Menten equation, therefore, the 1-exp func-
tion does have an explicit solution for the substrate con-
centration [S] in an integrated form.

[S] = (l/#a) ln[l - (1 - exptR:a [S]0))
exp(- ΚΛ Kmax 0]

Approximation (exp(—x) —* 1 — x) applies for (|x|
< 0.1), and (l-exp(-#a [Sy(l-exp(-A:a [S])) is in this

way simplified to form ([Sy[S]>. For cases with a small

substrate concentration (|ATa [S]0| < 0.1), the integrated
1-exp function and the integrated Michaelis-Menten
equation yield the same solution for the time (f).

[S]o - [S] -i m ι
[S]

, _
Τ —

The association constant (Ka) is thus the reciprocal of a
real equilibrium constant, where (k2 = 0). The result is
that the association constant must correspond to the re-
ciprocal of the original Michaelis constant (l/A:a = Km).
That is to say, non-linear saturation kinetics in the form
of a 1-exp function contain the Michaelis-Menten equa-
tion as a special solution (14),

The deceleration term vdec

In reality, the association of substrate and enzyme is not
only concentration-dependent but time-dependent as
well. The time dependence of the association cannot,
however, be regarded as an acceleration of the trans-
formation of the complex into a product; it must instead
be understood as a deceleration of the process. In other
words, it is necessary to introduce a deceleration term
(Vdec).

[S] + [E]

Vdec

The deceleration may not be defined as a function of the
complex [C], otherwise it would not be discernible from
the transformation process (—k t [CJ). The deceleration
(vdec) must be understood as a negative velocity, and
thus as a new reaction parameter that is substracted
(v — vdec) from the transformation velocity (—d[S]/dr
= v). It is thus only as a subtrahend that the decelera-

tion term can be introduced into the 1-exp function (13).

-d[S]/dt = Fmax (1 - exp(- Ka [S])) - vdec

From the origin, the 1-exp function with deceleration
term is strictly convex and comes closest to actual en-
zyme kinetics (13). In the simplest case, the deceleration
is constant (vdec = const.), and an integrated solution is
obtained for time (/).

{= [SJo - [sj | I/A;
'max Vdcc ^max Vdec

And again, there is also an explicit solution for substrate
[S] in an integrated form, where (vx = Vmax - vdec).

[S] =
- expi/ς [S0])) exp(-vx /ζ/)]
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The condition (-d[S]/df = -v^ > 0) applies for
([S] = 0), so that a state of zero transformation is at-
tained (-d[S]/dr = 0) before all the substrate has been
consumed ([S] > 0); thus for (/->°°) we find that
(lim[S] = [S]min).

Hm[S] = [S]min = (1/KJ ln(Kmax/vx)
If the deceleration velocity is independent of the sub-
strate concentration [S], it is possible to specify the sub-
strate minimum [S]min.

The three inhibition types
The 1-exp saturation kinetics model also makes it pos-
sible to derive the three types of inhibition involved in
enzyme reaction kinetics: competitive, non-competitive,
and mixed inhibition (15).
1) In non-competitive enzyme inhibition, the time- and
complex-dependent change of the substrate (—d[S]/d?
= d[P]/d/ = -d[C]/dt) is counteracted by an inhibitor
concentration (d[H]/dy) that changes as a function of an
equidistant and independent variable (y).

[S] + [E]

2) Expansion of the model makes it possible to derive
the case of competitive enzyme inhibition. It is assumed
that an inhibitor complex [1C] is formed depending on
an inhibitor concentration [I] and an inhibition constant

d[H]/dy

The inhibitor concentration can also be identical with
the product ([H] = [P]): this is the case of non-competi-
tive product inhibition. By intention, the meaning of the
empirical variable (y) is left open. Let the change of the
inhibitor concentration (d[H]/dy) as a function of vari-
able (y) be proportional both to the inhibitor concentra-
tion itself and to an inhibitor constant (ATh).

d[H]/dy = - Kh [H]

[H] = [H]max exp(- Kh y)
d[H]/dy = - Kh [H]max exp(- Kh y)

The deceleration term can then be defined through the
inhibitor constant (vdec = Kh [H]max) and the kinetics of
non-competitive inhibition as a function of variable (y),
which at the outset can be selected at will.

-d[S]/df = - (d[C]/df - d[H]/dy)
-d[S]/dr = - vdec exp(- Kh y)

The empirical variable (y) is introduced, in order to most
generally describe the effect on the system that is ex-
erted by changing the dynamics (d[H]/dy) of the exter-
nal inhibitor. If the inhibitor [H] depends on time (y = f)
and/or substrate concentration [y = [S]) the differential
equation should be calculated by the chain rule. In the
simplest case (y = 0), the inhibition is constant (vdec

= const.), and the kinetics of the 1-exp function with
accelerator term are applicable.

[1C]
! K{

IS] + [E] + [I]
i*a

[C] τ* [P] + [E]*/
The conditions that apply are:

[E]max = [E] + [C] + [1C]

|[E]max| = |[C]max| + |[iC]max|
Here too, the inhibitor may be identical with the product
[P], and thus the case involved is that of competitive
product inhibition.

2.1) Proceeding from the partial differential equation
(Grad [C] = (Ka [E]; -kt [C])T), it is possible first to
analyse the concentration-dependent association (3[C]7
d[S]) for the case that the transformation of the complex
is not necessarily zero, but constant (d[C]/dt = const.).
The unbound enzyme is ambiguous with regard to asso-
ciation with the substrate on the one hand and inhibition
through the inhibitor on the other. The boundary condi-
tion is ([E] = [C]max) for ([S] = 0). Retrospectively,
where ([S] > 0), it holds that for an association leading
to formation of a complex [C]:

a[C]/9[S] = K, [E]

-d[E]/d[S] = *a [E]

[E] = [C]max exp(-Ka [S])

Analogously, the inhibitor [I] interacts with part of the
unbound enzyme [IE] to form a complex [1C] which, in
contrast to complex [C], is not transformed any further.
In this case ([1C] = [IC]max - [IE]), and (|[IE]| = |[IC]
max|)fc>r([I] = 0).

d[IC]/d[I] = K{ [IE]

-d[IE]/d[I] = % [E]

[IE] = [IC]max exp(-^ [I])

[1C] = [IC]max (1 - expt-^i [I]))

We have defined ([1C] = [IC]max - [IE]), since no sym-
metry holds for the processes gouverned by (K[) and
(Ka). Thus, ([C] = [E]raax - [E] - [IC]max -f [IE]), and
the case is:

. [C] = [E]max - [E] - [1C]
[C] = [E]max - [C]max exp(~j; [S])

- PC]max(l - exp(-£i [I]))
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2.2) For the other case, i. e. that the association is con-
stant (9[C]/d[S] = const.), it is possible to analyse the
time-dependent transformation (δ[Ο]/δί) into a product
(d[P]/dr = -

- [C]max exp(-ATa [S])

[C]-d[S]/df =

-d[S]/d/ =

These two partial steps complete the equation for com-
petitive enzyme inhibition, where (Kmax = kt [E]max),
(^max ~ vinh = A! [C]max), and (vinh = kt [IC]max) hold
true.

-d[S]/d/ = Fmax - (Fmax - vinh) exp(-*:a [S])
- Vinh (1 - expi-^i [I]))

There exists as yet no integrated solution to this equa-
tion.

3) The case of mixed inhibition (competitive and non-
competitive) can also be derived for the 1-exp function.
To do this, it is necessary to distinguish deceleration
velocity (vdec) from inhibition velocity (vinh). In viewing
a mixed competitive and non-competitive inhibition, it

no longer makes much sense to proceed from a dif-
ferential equation. No integration is possible for the
mixed enzyme inhibition equation. But it is possible to
combine the two equations for competitive and non-
competitive inhibition (v = — d[S]/df).

ν = ^max - vdcc exp(-A:h y)
~ (^max - Vinh) eXP(-#a [S])

- vinh (1-βχρ(-Α:, [I]))
A numeric solution of this velocity equation might be
sought by making use of a computer-aided iteration
method.

The 1-exp function of saturation kinetics — especially
in the integrated form — has fewer limitations than the
classical Michaelis-Menten equation. Thus, it ought to
be used more often, as it might enable a more accurate
calculation of saturation kinetics in general (12, 14).
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